
Communiqué from the extraordinary general meeting of Lumito
AB (publ)
The extraordinary general meeting of Lumito AB (publ) on 25 April 2019 passed the following resolutions:

Item 7 – Decision regarding the approval of the Board of Directors's proposal to issue new shares and warrants (units)

Lumito’s Board of Directors has, conditional on the approval of the General Meeting, resolved to conduct a new issue of at most 28,533,729  shares and 28,533,729
warrants (units). The general meeting approved the Board's decision unanimously. 

Item 8 – Decision regarding the authorization for the Board of Directors to resolve on issue of new shares and warrants (units)

The general meeting resolved unanimously to give the Board of Directors specific authorization to issue new shares and warrants, due to the planned pre-emptive
rights issue, aside from the general authorization to issue shares granted by the last Annual General Meeting, according to the following: In the event that the rights
issue arouses a lot of interest, the Board of Directors shall resolve to conduct a separate, directed issue of units. One (1) unit shall be comprised of one (1) share
and one (1) subscription warrant of series TO 2. The amount of new units in such a directed issue, due to such over-allotment, shall be 2,400,000 units at the most.
The given authorization shall remain valid until the next annual general meeting.

For more information, please contact:

Stefan Nilsson, CEO of Lumito AB (publ) Telephone: +46 767 78 59 05
Email: sn@lumito.se

Lumito in brief
Lumito is specialised in research and development of imaging technologies for medical applications. The technology is based on so called UCNP:s (Up Converting
Nano Particles) and is aiming to increase image quality in biomedical applications. Lumito´s IPR covers imaging with high quality of for instance tissue samples,
with UCNP:s as markers. The technology has several possible application areas, but Lumito has initially decided to focus on digital pathology. Lumito has an
agreement with TTP plc (The Technology Partnership) in Cambridge, UK, regarding development of instruments and staining reagents. Lumito’s share Lumito and
warrant Lumito TO1 are traded at the NGM Nordic MTF marketplace.


